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Over the years, there have been many strange or unexplained phenomena that people have

experienced or witnessed in their lives. These experiences have been passed on from generation to

generation. However, as time passed, most of these may have been forgotten or simply remained

unsolved. There are hundreds of paranormal stories and personal experiences that have happened

over the last century but there are some that truly stand out and have become incidents that people

will never forget. Take for instance "Australia's Most Haunted House" Monte Cristo homestead or

the Clark Air Base in the Philippines. How about the story of Jack the Ripper that up until now is still

unsolved or the famous Amityville horror house that has been made into a movie over and over

again. If you are a fan of these hair-raising and bizarre stories, then this book is the one you are

looking for. You will find mind-boggling and chilling tales from different countries. Get to know why

an area in Boston, Ohio is called Hell town. Explore at your own risk the haunted house in Beijing,

the story behind the historical London Bridge or the haunted areas inside the White House. Here is

a preview of what you'll learn: True ghost stories and hauntings - The most famous house in the

world True ghost stories and hauntings - The town of four towns True ghost stories and hauntings -

The flaw on the Joelma building True ghost stories and hauntings - Why the buzz on Chaonei No.

81? True ghost stories and hauntings - Castle of Goede Hoop True ghost stories and hauntings -

The hospital imprinted with sorrow True ghost stories and hauntings - The Tower of London
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This book is poorly written. The language and misspelled words make it seem as if written by a fifth

grader with a C in English. The book is written with subtopics on each destination. The arrangement

does not flow well and makes it a very choppy read. There is not even enough history given on most

places to justify wasting time on this book. It is also a very thin book written in large type with lots of

blank space, so there is literally not much to this title.

If you are a fan of paranormal things and you like to read horror stories and even more when they

are real stories, I recommend this book, I'm not going to lie the whole book is not perfect, but can

rescue much of its content, reading it was like a roller coaster moment I was frightened continue

reading as there were times it was very boring and I skipped some pages ... but it's nice!

I am so much excited once I am reading an Ghost stories. I am scared of Ghost but I like the story

of it. Yeah, it is so much thrilling and suspense but the whole story is good and well written.

Definitely, I loved it! Author does a great job writing this awesome book. Will recommend this to

everyone!DISCLAIMER: I received this book as a gift, from my friend.

Great book!! I donâ€™t believe in ghosts I like to read horror stories for entertainment but these

books story is too real itâ€™s make me scared. When I was reading this book I just going to story

daftness and those story is very realistic most of the second story the brown lady story itâ€™s too

horrible. If anyone founding for real story of ghost so this book should the perfect book for them

itâ€™s really good book about ghost

Now this is a very good, with some really creepy stories about ghosts, hauntings and haunted

places, I have always loved this kind of readings, they are my favorite to entertain myself, and this

book is a very good example of it, itâ€™s very well written and the stories I found them to be really

good, I enjoyed reading this book.

When I was young, I can always encounter with the spirit people. i can even feel and sometimes

see them. That is why I love to read ghost stories to know what other people experienced their

unexplained mysteries. I really enjoyed reading this book even that some are really frightening

stories. This book really made my night full of horror stories to share with my children.

It's was a fun, fast, informative book.I really like the way the author wrote this book. It makes you



feel like he is telling you these stories directly.I was really surprised by all the haunting so at the

White House. Now I have to " investigate that further" ! Ha

In my opinion, this collection of true ghost stories far surpasses anything I've thus far read, ever! I

read quite a lot and I'm usually on the hunt for a good ghost story. My attention was held...and so

was my imagination. If I could give these stories a rating of 10 stars, I most definitely would do

so.â˜º
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